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Lecture 17a"
A short review!
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So, what are the goals of this course?!
•! At the end of the semester, you should be able to...!

–! ...describe the fundamental components required in a 
single core of a modern microprocessor!

•! (Also, explain how they interact with each other, with main 
memory, and with external storage media...)!

Example!

How do !
on-chip memory,!
processor logic,!
main memory, 

disk!
interact?!
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We#re halfway there...!

All of these parts are 
part of a modern 

processor#s datapath!
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We#re halfway there...!

However, they may be organized slightly differently...!
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Next...!
Pipelining...!

...and memory...!
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Example!

So, what are the goals of this course?!
•! At the end of the semester, you should be able to...!

–! ...compare and contrast different computer architectures 
to determine which one performs better...!

If you want to do X, which processor is best?!
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An important idea...!

12!

•! We can see CPU performance dependent on:!

–! Clock rate, CPI, and instruction count!

•! CPU time is directly proportional to all 3:!

–! Therefore an x % improvement in any one variable leads 
to an x % improvement in CPU performance!

•! But, everything usually affects everything:!

Hardware!
Tech.!

Organization! ISAs!
Compiler!

Technology!

Clock Cycle!
Time!

CPI!

Instruction!
Count!

A common 
denominator!

More in Lab 05!
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So, what are the goals of this course?!
•! At the end of the semester, you should be able to...!

–! ...design a processor architecture to meet a specific 
performance target...!

Example!

You might choose to add more or less on-chip memory...!
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Example!

! Calculate cycle time assuming negligible delays except:

" memory (2ns), ALU and adders (2ns), register file access
(1ns)

" R-type: max {mem + RF + ALU + RF, Add}

                   = 6ns

" LW: max{mem + RF + ALU + mem + RF, Add} = 8ns

" SW:  max{mem + RF + ALU + mem, Add} = 7ns

" BEQ: max{mem + RF + ALU, max{Add, mem + Add}}

               = 5ns

Looking at the multi-cycle datapath, we might optimize a 
state to make it faster ... even if the CPI increases for 

some cases!

More in Final Project, HW 06!
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So, what are the goals of this course?!
•! At the end of the semester, you should be able to...!

–! ...understand how code written in a high-level language 
(e.g. C) is eventually executed on-chip...!

Example!

Both programs could be run on the same processor... how 
does this happen?!

In C:!
public static void insertionSort(int[] list, int length) {"
    int firstOutOfOrder, location, temp;"

    for(firstOutOfOrder = 1; firstOutOfOrder < length; firstOutOfOrder++) { "

        if(list[firstOutOfOrder] < list[firstOutOfOrder - 1]) {"
            temp = list[firstOutOfOrder];"
            location = firstOutOfOrder;"

            do { "

                list[location] = list[location-1];"
                location--;"
            }"

            while (location > 0 && list[location-1] > temp);"

            list[location] = temp;"
        }"
    }"

}"

In Java:!
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Example 1!
x = A(i) -- w/A(i) in memory!

6 instruction processor! MIPS!

MOV R1, address!

Load instruction—0000 r3r2r1r0 d7d6d5d4d3d2d1d0!

Therefore address to 
memory comes from 
instruction encoding !
(or IR)!

LW $1, 0($5)!

$1 <-- Mem(0 + RF(5))!

Therefore the address to 
memory must come from a 
register.!
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Example 2!
x = y + z!

6 instruction processor! MIPS!

Add R1, R2, R3!

Therefore ALU operation 
operates on data in 
registers and stores the 
result back to a register.!

Add $1, $2, $3!

Therefore ALU operation 
operates on data in 
registers and stores the 
result back to a register.!
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So, what are the goals of this course?!
•! At the end of the semester, you should be able to...!

–! ...explain and articulate why modern microprocessors 
now have more than 1 core...!

•! Why?!

–! For 8, 16 core chips to be practical, we have to be able to 
use them!

•! Students in this class should go on to play a role in making 
such chips useful...!
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Solution?!

Motivation:!
Processor complexity is good enough,!

transistor sizes scale,!

we can slow processors down, manage 
power,!

and get performance from...!

Parallelism!

(i.e. 1 processor, 1 ns clock cycle!
vs.!

2 processors, 2 ns clock cycle)!
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This idea has been extended...!

When will it 
stop?!

Practical problems 
must be addressed!!

Quad core chips...! 7, 8, and 9 core chips...!

Advances in parallel programming are necessary!!
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We#ll start this today!!


